
 

 

 
 

RACE 3 AMBASSADOR 
Name: Todd Keating 

Date of Birth: 16/12/1962 

Day job: Operational Manager in disability accommodation and services. 

How did you get into trail running?  

I started running about 15 years ago. Janita my 

wife was a really keen runner, she would run all 

year round in any weather, literally. At that stage I 

was still mountain biking mainly and would go for 

smaller runs with Janita. She encouraged me to 

train up and we completed a few events together- 

Six Foot Track, Mt Kepler 65km in NZ, King Island 

coast to coast.  As things have progressed with my 

eyes I can't cycle, so I progressively moved into 

running and trail running. We've always lived close 

to the trails, been into hiking and trekking in Nepal 

several times. 

How often do you run per week? 

Include your favourite training location. 

I'm running about 4 times a week. My favourite 

running spot is local 1km away from home. Up 

around Onetree Hill and across into Doongala 

Forest. Hardly anyone goes off the northeast side 

and you'll always spot a Black Wallaby. 
TODD KEATING – kitted out in Salomon Gear, 

thanks to Salomon! 



Tell us about your visual impairment? 

I have Retinitis Pigmentosa (RP). It is a degenerative condition that affects the retina - the light-

sensitive part of the eye. RP causes the light sensitive cells in the eyes to die. Typical pattern is 

gradual peripheral vision loss, night-blindness and difficulties in areas with low light. Central vision is 

usually unaffected until later on. Everyone is different though. 

I have lots of visual noise, similar to a TV that is not tuned into a station, and about 20 degrees of 

peripheral vision. My central vision is reasonable with some patchy spots. I have cataracts in both 

eyes. 

I started a blog and web site that is aimed at sharing an aspect of my life that may then inspire 

others to try something unexpected, uniquely challenging to themselves. So there's more info there 

if you want to know more. 

• Web - http://toddkeating.wix.com/toddkeatingrp 

• Blog - http://toddkeating.wordpress.com/ 

What equipment (if any) do you take with you on your trail runs to aid your vision? 

I have recently taken to putting a VIP (vision impaired person) sign on my hydration pack so that 

others passing me can be more aware to let me know they are coming and not cut me off. Yelling 

out is good or tap on the arm. I'm up for the competition so I don't expect anyone to hold back 

Otherwise I don't use any specific equipment than most runners do. I am really effected by the sun 

glare so my running cap is probably the main thing. 

I am planning on getting myself an ultra light, compact trekking/running pole for the two Bays & 

Roller Coaster next year so I can move a bit quicker on the tricky sections. 

What other factors come in to play when preparing for your trail run races? 

I'm middle of the range so really I just try and build up maximum fitness without injury so it is easier 

for me to concentrate on looking without being absolutely stuffed. I like to run some of the course 

before so I am familiar with it and any tricky sections I need to remember as I can't always see them 

quick enough when the race is on. 

What interests you about the Salomon Trail Running Series? 

I felt it really promoted the essence of getting out there and giving it a go regardless of your fitness 

level and ability, enjoy yourself with other people thinking the same. It's always great to see the pros 

and faster runners, it gives you someone to chase. It doesn't matter if you can't catch them though. 

It's about tackling the terrain, pushing yourself and completing. 

How will you be tackling the Silvan course? And do you have any advice to other 

participants yet to experience the Silvan course? 

I'm doing the long course. I'll be bringing the rear of the first wave on the first few km's of winding 

single track, then settle in, pace on the first ascent, push, go solid on the next ascent, cautious on 



the descending single track and then go hard for a few km's for a spectacular finish!! Gotta be 

optimistic! 

My advice to others would be enjoy the single tracks, don't forget the hills that are coming; on the 

tight sections watch for the occasional log that needs to be jumped, and have fun. 

Name 3 things that get you excited about trail running at Silvan? 

1. Fantastic fern lined single track. 

2. Deceptively steep climbs that test your endurance. 

3. The variety of trails - hills, undulating, some flat. Beautiful scenery. 

 

What motivates you to keep on trail-running?  

It's challenging and enjoyable; and the variation you can get on a regular trail run. It can be 

completely different from summer to winter. I love that you can go really hard and push yourself or 

go slow and enjoy the scenery. It trains you mentally and physically. Trail running can be a bit 

visually tricky for me sometimes but that keeps my skills up. 

Fast Facts: 

• Favourite Food? I eat lots of toast, love it, I love indian, curries, stir fry. My wife and two 

daughters are vegetarians so it's lots of tofu and vego meals, taste great!. 

• Dream running partner? I would love to do a trail run with Indigo (8) and Sari (6) my two 

daughters when they are a bit older. 

• Dream dinner partner? That would be Janita my wife of course. And have Kurma Dasa well 

known vego chef cook up a meal. 

• I celebrate my races with… a coffee scroll, a skinny latte coffee and a beer! 

 

www.salomontrailseries.com.au 

 

 

 


